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atrikios Pavlou & Associates LLC is a multi-award winning international law firm based in Cyprus.

Founded in 1963 by Mr. Patrikios Pavlou, a Barrister-at-Law (Gray’s Inn, UK) from Limassol, the firm developed
into a partnership, Patrikios Pavlou & Co, in the late 1970s. Through the years, the firm’s vision, dedication and
experience led to a steady and successful growth and since July 2010, the law firm has evolved into a new entity, Patrikios
Pavlou & Associates LLC.
With their combined skills and knowledge, the firm’s lawyers and consultants can provide expert comprehensive legal
solutions on the following specialised practice areas:
• Corporate & Commercial Law
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Banking & Finance Law
• Capital Markets
• Litigation & Dispute Resolution
• Tax Law & International Tax Planning
• Real Estate, Trusts & Asset Protection
• Intellectual Property
• IT, Internet & E-Commerce
• Administrative & Constitutional Law
• Ship Registration
The firm has an esteemed network of associates worldwide with particularly strong links in Europe, Russia, Middle East,
and Asia. Moreover, the firm, and through its lawyers, is a member of various professional international bodies such as
ITPA, IBA, AEA, AIJA, STEP, Euroadvocaten, Cyprus Bar Association, Association of Banking and Commercial Law
firms, and others.
The favourable investment and tax environment of Cyprus has led to an increase of the international interest in the
business services industry and has attracted multinational clients seeking legal and financial services from the Cyprus
market. Over the years, the firm has carefully expanded its client base to allow it to meet the varied demands of today’s
cross-border legal market. The firm’s clients include public and private companies, large international law firms, multinational corporations that have their regional hub in Cyprus, institutions, entrepreneurs as well as a host of individual clients from Cyprus and abroad. In the Banking and Finance sector, the firm represents a number of local and international
banks and financial institutions.
Furthermore, the firm has been recognized as a top performing firm in respect of their distinctive, professional client
services and legal advice and as a result, it has been receiving several international awards and recognitions.
Patrikios Pavlou & Associates LLC looks forward to the future and the challenges it will bring, confident that with team
spirit and commitment, it will continue to provide top quality legal services with diligence, integrity and
professionalism.
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